
 
Greenpeace submission to Bright Blue’s research project on “The future of the gas network.” 
 
Action urgently needs to be taken to decarbonise the UK’s heating systems. Decarbonising heating has 
several co-benefits, not least of which is creating a building stock that is affordable, comfortable and 
healthy for all UK households. Taking action now will reduce the need for costly and more urgent 
retrofits in the future to meet our carbon targets whilst also reducing consumer bills.  
 
Use of the gas network is one of several options to address this challenge. However, other 
increasingly viable technologies and regulatory solutions should be taken equally seriously as 
potential short-term solutions, and there must remain a medium-long term objective to move away 
from gas altogether, given our legally binding climate change commitments. Therefore, support for 
in alternative infrastructure, which moves our emissions from heat towards zero, should be 
prioritised as a long-term investment over gas – especially where there’s a clear downward cost 
trajectory.  
 
The top three priorities for government action at this stage are: 
 

1) Increase R&D and innovation and commit to rolling out large scale heat trials, as soon as 
possible, and with necessary associated funding 

 
This would help confirm which low carbon heating options are worth scaling up and 
investing in further. The ongoing small scale trial through the HyDeploy project at Keele 
University, or through the FREEDOM project in Bridgend1 are important steps in the right 
direction. Larger scale trials are now needed.  
 
Different technologies may be more or less appropriate in different local areas, depending 
on the geographies and existing infrastructure. Government should increase R&D and 
innovation to bring forward new technological options, in addition to supporting trials in 
particular for the following technologies:  
 

• Heat pumps – a proven technology, but as of yet we still need to see deployment 
trials to figure out how it would work at scale. They are a challenging option where 
building density is high, where there is a lack of space. It would also cause a 
significant disruption to the areas in which the electricity network would have to be 
reinforced for the pumps to work, coupled with particular challenges around ‘peak 
heat’ demand in winter. Finally, heat pumps are not the best option for the 
retrofitting of buildings but they could be a great options for new builds in areas 
where there is significant space and the electricity network can be reinforced easily.  

• District heating – currently meets 2% of the UK heating demand of buildings, but, 
again, it has not yet been tested at scale. District heating requires the source of heat 
to be low carbon but it would allow for switching between different low-carbon heat 
sources more easily. Likely to be very effective in high density areas, but may be less 
suitable for properties that have low energy demand. This may include new-build, 
although costs of delivery of district heating in new build developments are much 
lower than retrofit, so will depend on building standards and site-specific factors. 

                                                           
1 https://www.hvnplus.co.uk/news/south-wales-hybrid-heat-project-targets-flexible-approach-to-power-
needs/10030256.article  
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• Hydrogen in existing gas network – first deployment trial started in February 2018, 

blending hydrogen to the gas network for the first time.2 Blending hydrogen through 
the entire gas network would save 6 million tonnes of carbon annually.3 An 
advantage of the blending option is that the existing gas network will not have to be 
changed for it to be ready for hydrogen. According to KPMG, hydrogen would also 
be the cheapest option for consumers, as the electrification of the heating network 
would be £150 to £200 billion more expensive.4 A disadvantage is that hydrogen 
may well need to be supplied through CCS which still requires demonstration at 
scale. Full conversion to hydrogen is a much more challenging option given the need 
to re-fit the gas network infrastructure and to adjust appliances in building using 
gas. Whist this is being done at distribution level, there is no plan to retrofit the gas 
transmission network meaning hydrogen generation would need to be done 
comparatively locally.  

• Biogas – this offers a straightforward option for gas network use whilst providing 
low carbon gas. However capacity of biogas generation is likely to be limited and 
costs of large-scale use unclear. Biogas can also suffer from wider land 
use/sustainability questions that poor policy and monitoring/implementation have 
not resolved.  
 

Once technologies are proven and selected for larger-scale roll-out there will be large capital 
costs involved. Under all scenarios some measure of enhanced local governance and 
decision making would need to be enhanced. Arguably this is a bigger challenge to the UK 
political system, given its strongly centralised culture, than resolving the technical questions. 
It is possible that public ownership of regional heating systems would assist the roll-out of 
solutions since local authorities are required to have a central role in decision-making and 
permissions. Other possibilities would be available under a private ownership & regulation 
model but the policy and legal frameworks are not well-developed.  

 
2) Introduce zero-carbon regulatory standard for all new homes and commercial buildings  

 
An improved standard for all new homes was due to be introduced in 2016 (the so-called 
‘zero carbon’ standard, or ‘Zero Carbon 2016’). This would have required significant energy 
efficiency improvements (to 2006 Building Regulations5) and the use of low/zero carbon 
energy generated on-site, with remaining emissions abated off-site (‘allowable solutions’). 
The policy was well developed, with some new homes already being built to the anticipated 
standard, when it was abruptly cancelled in 2015. The ‘Zero Carbon 2016’ standard would 
have covered regulated energy (space heating, hot water, ventilation, fixed lighting), but not 
unregulated energy (appliances and cooking).  
 
Research shows that the ‘Zero Carbon 2016’ standard would have added just 1.4% to the 
cost of a standard home6 and could be lower, whilst lowering energy bills to 80% below the 
national standard. The extra costs of meeting the standard would almost certainly come 
down especially if built at scale, and the advent of finance packages like the green mortgage 

                                                           
2 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/01/06/hydrogen/  
3 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/01/06/hydrogen/  
4http://www.energynetworks.org/assets/files/gas/futures/KPMG%20Future%20of%20Gas%20Main%20report
%20plus%20appendices%20FINAL.pdf  
5 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2006/dec/06/politics.greenpolitics  
6 http://www.green-
alliance.org.uk/resources/Why_the_UK_needs_an_ambitious_clean_growth_plan_now.pdf  
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from Barclays shows that finance providers understand the economic value of low utility 
bills.  
 
Furthermore, a Zero Carbon standard for buildings would help boost the UK’s solar industry 
on rooftops, at a point where government support for the relatively low-cost technology has 
been brutally cut. This new standard could help keep the UK’s solar supply chain alive – 
bringing with it export and job creation opportunities, beyond making a vital contribution to 
tackling climate change.  
 
The long lifespan of homes and commercial buildings means that delays in committing to 
robust energy performance standards will lead to emissions being ‘locked in’ to our homes 
for decades to come.  
 

3) Retrofit of existing homes & building stock  
 

Arguments in favour of this are well known. The lower the heat demand the lower the 
challenge of providing low carbon heat. Key priorities should be: 
 

• Making the energy efficiency of our existing buildings an infrastructure priority. This 
is now widely supported7 

• Commit to providing financial support to insulate 4 million homes over this 
Parliament. Currently Government has only committed to 1 million homes  

• Commitment to raise all households up to minimum standard of Energy 
Performance Certificate (EPC) Band C by 2035. While the Government is already 
committed to this, the delivery mechanism is lacking. Beyond providing funding for 
retrofitting in the poorest households, there are no policies, incentive structures or 
finances in place to deliver this commitment on a larger scale 

 
 

Contact:  
Rebecca Newsom and Doug Parr 
Rebecca.newsom@greenpeace.org  
doug.parr@greenpeace.org  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
7 https://www.theeeig.co.uk/general-election-manifesto  
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